In order to address centrosome position relative to the cortex during symmetry breaking, we analyzed centrosome movement in living one-cell C. elegans embryos prior to polarity establishment by time-lapse imaging and automated centrosome tracking. We used high temporal resolution-up to 3 frames per s-and carefully preserved embryo geometry. We applied sensitive criteria to assign symmetry breaking, defined by the earliest morphological indication of the cortical changes that underlie cell polarity in one-cell embryos: the progressive cessation of cortical contractions, the start of cortical and cytoplasmic flow, and, in some experiments, persistent reduction of nonmuscle myosin (NMY-2::GFP [8] ) at the cortex (see Figure S1 available online). There are approximately 30 min between fertilization and polarity establishment; we followed centrosomes during the final 10 min. We assessed centrosome position with GFP::SPD-2 [14] , a centrosome marker ( Figure 1A) ; the edge of cytoplasmic GFP::SPD-2 signal was used to identify the cell periphery ( Figure S1 ). In order to have a polarity-independent time standard, we assigned time0 to completion of female meiosis II (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The time of symmetry breaking, timeSB, varies among embryos but occurs on average 150 s after time0 [15] . To avoid imprecise measurements in the z axis and the difficulty of assigning symmetry breaking in the cortical plane, we analyzed embryos in which centrosomes and symmetry breaking were visible in similar z axis positions, roughly the middle two-thirds of the embryo z axis in wild-type (WT) embryos. Further details can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Analyzing centrosome position at the time of polarity establishment (timeSB), we found that centrosomes initiated cortical polarization from a distance (Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1). Centrosome-cortex distances at timeSB ranged from 2 to 7 mm in WT embryos ( Figure 1C ). After symmetry breaking, centrosomes moved processively toward the cortex (Figure 1B) . In contrast to previous suggestions [4, 6, 9, 10] , these results indicate that centrosome-cortex proximity is not a prerequisite for polarity establishment. Instead, we observed significant cortex-directed centrosome movement after symmetry breaking. At the same time, yolk granules, lipid droplets, and injected beads moved toward the site of symmetry breaking (Figure 2A ; Movies S2 and S3), reflecting the bulk flow of cytoplasm [16] . Before symmetry breaking, we found no evidence of cortex-directed motion of any particles ( Figure 2A ; Figures S2C and S2D; Movies S2 and S3). Furthermore, centrosomes did not move to the cortex in embryos that had a disrupted actomyosin cortex and lacked cortical flow (latrunculinA-treated; Figure 2B ; Figures S2A and S2B; Movie S4) or did not establish polarity [spd-5(RNAi) [2, 4] ; Figures S3A and S3B ]. Cytoplasmic flow, generated by polarity establishment, may move centrosomes to the cortex after symmetry breaking. The close approximation of centrosomes to the cortex appeared to be a consequence, rather than a cause, of polarity establishment.
To determine whether centrosomes could initiate polarity from any position relative to the cortex, we examined polarity establishment in embryos depleted of g-tubulin [g-tubulin(RNAi)], which we had previously found to increase centrosome-cortex distance at the time of symmetry breaking [4] . In g-tubulin-depleted embryos, polarity establishment occurred regardless of centrosome position at timeSB, up to distances of 12 mm (Figures 3A and 3B ; Movie S3), almost the maximal achievable distance in one-cell embryos. In both WT and g-tubulin(RNAi) embryos, regardless of centrosome position, the site of symmetry breaking was approximately the closest point to the centrosomes on the cortex ( Figures 3C and 3D ). This was also true in embryos that were centrifuged to dramatically displace the centrosome from its original position in the embryo (D.B. and C.R.C., unpublished data). After symmetry breaking in g-tubulin(RNAi) embryos, centrosomes moved directly to the cortex regardless of their initial distance ( Figures 3A, 3C , and 3E; Figures 4A and 4B) . In cases where the male and female pronuclei were near each other at the time of symmetry breaking, however, centrosomes did not reach the cortex, but polarity establishment proceeded normally. Thus, centrosomes could specify the site of polarity establishment from any position within the embryo.
*Correspondence: cowan@imp.ac.at Despite the flexibility in centrosome position at the time of polarity initiation, centrosomes were usually constrained to approximately 5 mm from the cortex at timeSB in WT embryos ( Figure 1C ; Figure 3B ). To determine whether centrosomecortex distance affected polarity establishment, we examined the time required for symmetry breaking in embryos exhibiting a range of centrosome-cortex distances. g-tubulin depletion and physical embryo compression (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) both increased the distance of centrosomes to the cortex at timeSB (Figures 3B-3D) , providing a large range of centrosome-cortex distances for analysis. We found a direct correlation between the distance of centrosomes to the cortex at timeSB and the time required for symmetry breaking (Figures 3E and 3F ; Movie S3). Even centrosomes more than 10 mm from the cortex exhibited a proportionately long delay ( Figure 3F ), although distance measurements R8 mm may be inaccurate because of the ambiguous position of the cortex in the z axis. Centrosomecortex proximity increased the efficiency of polarity establishment, decreasing the time required for symmetry breaking.
Recent models suggest that direct centrosome-cortex contact may facilitate localization of the posterior domain component PAR-2 to the cortex [6] . We wanted to determine whether centrosome-cortex distance affected the time required for cortical PAR-2 accumulation in addition to the initial effect on symmetry breaking. In WT embryos, symmetry breaking could be detected several minutes before PAR-2 localization at the cortex is apparent (data not shown). Because of high variability in mCH::PAR-2 expression, it was difficult to unambiguously assign the initiation of cortical PAR-2 domain formation. We therefore quantified the time between symmetry breaking and a defined level of cortical mCH::PAR-2 accumulation (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) in embryos with varying centrosome-cortex distances [g-tubulin(RNAi)]. We found only a minor increase in the time required for cortical PAR-2 domain establishment after symmetry breaking ( Figure 3G ). Thus, once symmetry was broken, centrosome-cortex distance had little influence on the establishment of cortical polarity.
How is centrosome position constrained toward the cortex before polarity establishment? Before time0 in WT embryos, centrosomes traveled large distances-more than 50 mm, the length of an embryo (Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1)-but with no obvious directionality. Centrosome trajectories consisted of processive runs interspersed with dwells ( Figure 1B ), resembling micro-and macroscopic search strategies that rely on random walks [17] . Centrosome step sizes appeared to fall in a half-normal distribution, consistent with a random walk, although skewed at step sizes approaching zero ( Figure S1C ). We found no correlation between run orientation or velocity and distance to the cortex (data not shown), and we detected no net displacement relative to the cortex ( Figure S1D ), further indications that centrosomes move randomly. Thus, cortical bias did not arise from discrete features of centrosome steps, suggesting that the bias could instead reflect a large-scale property of centrosome movement. Cytoplasmic microtubules in early C. elegans embryos are reported to have a moderate cortical enrichment [18] , suggesting a potential source of cortical bias. g-tubulin depletion appeared to reduce the cortical bias of centrosome position before symmetry breaking (Figures 3A and 3B; Figures 4A-4C ), although centrosomes moved with step sizes similar to WT embryos ( Figure S3D ). We analyzed cytoplasmic microtubule distribution in g-tubulin-depleted embryos and found fewer cytoplasmic microtubules that were generally longer than in WT embryos ( Figure 4D ), often projecting into the embryo interior. The increased microtubule length in g-tubulin(RNAi) embryos may reflect an increase in free tubulin due to a reduced microtubule number [19] . g-tubulin-depleted embryos show disruptions in both cytoplasmic microtubule organization and cortically biased centrosome movement. In embryos that lacked centrosomal microtubules but retained a cytoplasmic microtubule network [spd-5(RNAi)], centrosome movement was normal prior to time0 (Figures S3A and  S3B ; Movie S4), with step sizes similar to WT ( Figure 3D ). Centrosomes showed almost no movement before symmetry breaking in embryos without microtubules (nocodazole treated; Figures S3A, S3B, and S3D ), but centrosomes moved to the cortex after symmetry breaking, likely by cytoplasmic flow ( Figure S3B) . Thus, the cytoplasmic microtubule network-independent of centrosomal microtubulesappears to move centrosomes and impart cortical bias prior to symmetry breaking.
To further understand how centrosome movement might be constrained toward the cortex, we analyzed molecules with established roles in noncentrosomal microtubule organization for effects on centrosome-cortex proximity. The microtubule motor dynein and the microtubule depolymerizer kinesin-13 have both been shown to be important for microtubule organization in acentrosomal spindles [20, 21] . Dynein is responsible for microtubule interactions with the cortex, including generation of pulling forces [22] and microtubule sliding [23] . In C. elegans embryos, both dynein and conventional kinesins have been shown to move the acentrosomal meiotic spindle toward the cortex [24] . The small GTPase Ran is required for nucleating and stabilizing microtubules independent of centrosomes [25, 26] . We tracked centrosome movement prior to symmetry breaking in embryos depleted of kinesin-13 (klp-7), dynein (dhc-1), conventional kinesin-1 (klc-1, unc-116), and Ran (ran-1). Only partial depletion of Ran led to a robust defect in centrosome constraint prior to symmetry breaking ( Figure 4B) ; polarity establishment itself appeared normal. In ran-1(RNAi) embryos, centrosomes were 5.8 6 1.4 mm from the cortex at the time of symmetry breaking, similar to g-tubulin-depleted embryos (4.6 6 2.1 mm) and substantially further than in WT embryos (1.9 6 2.1 mm). Cytoplasmic microtubules in ran-1(RNAi) embryos were less abundant but more pronounced in the embryo interior compared to WT ( Figure 4D ), further supporting a role for cytoplasmic microtubules in biasing centrosome position near the cortex before symmetry breaking.
Taken together, our data support the following model of centrosome positioning during polarity establishment.
Between fertilization and entry into the first mitotic cell cycle (time0), the network of cytoplasmic microtubules facilitates centrosome movement in a random walk. A bias toward the cortex arises from cytoplasmic microtubules, controlled by g-tubulin and Ran. Regardless of centrosome position, centrosomes signal to the closest cortex to break symmetry and initiate polarity. The start of polarization generates large-scale cytoplasmic flow toward the site of symmetry breaking that moves centrosomes into close proximity to the cortex. Our finding that centrosomes initiate cortical polarity establishment from a distance implicates a signal that can travel away from centrosomes. Centrosome bias toward the cortex could increase the efficiency of symmetry breaking by decreasing the distance over which the signal would have to be transferred. Importantly, close centrosome-cortex association was not a requirement for symmetry breaking. Symmetry breaking drives movement of the centrosome to the cortex, allowing self-organizing polarization process to emerge from a largely stochastic initial event.
Cytoplasmic microtubules increase the efficiency of symmetry breaking by constraining centrosome movement near the cortex. Centrosome motion reflected the organization of the cytoplasmic microtubule network. In WT embryos, centrosomes moved in short runs interspersed with dwells and frequent changes in direction, and cytoplasmic microtubules formed a randomly oriented, dense network of short filaments. In g-tubulin(RNAi) embryos, we observed more processive-longer, straighter-centrosome trajectories and longer, fewer cytoplasmic microtubules. In ran-1(RNAi) embryos, centrosomes were found far from the cortex, and dense cytoplasmic microtubules were prominent in the embryo interior. These parallels suggest a possible direct relationship between microtubule organization and centrosome motility, for instance, through transport of centrosomes along microtubules or by microtubules pushing centrosomes. Cytoplasmic microtubules were dynamic, growing and sliding along the cortex: the rate of plus-end movement, estimated from the plus-end tracking protein EB1 (EB1::GFP; [27] ), was similar to the average velocity of centrosome movement (0.4 mm sec 21 ) (D.B. and C.R.C., unpublished data). Growing microtubules might push centrosomes-or the centrosome-pronucleus complex-until random encounters with different microtubules would cause a change in direction. The cortical constraint of centrosome motion could arise through a higher density of microtubules near the cortex, for instance through a spatial bias in nucleation.
Several lines of evidence indicate that microtubules are not essential for polarity establishment in WT C. elegans embryos [4, 12] . Two recent studies, however, propose that centrosomal microtubules participate in establishment of the PAR-2 cortical domain when normal polarization pathways are compromised, either by reduced actomyosin contractility [5, 6] or imbalanced anterior and posterior PAR protein levels [13] . The involvement of such microtubule-dependent polarization in WT embryos has been suggested on the basis of delayed polarity establishment in embryos lacking microtubules [6] . Based on our findings, first, that centrosomes are constrained near the cortex by cytoplasmic microtubules, and second, that centrosome-cortex distance affects the time required for symmetry breaking, the observed delays in polarization following microtubule disruption [6] might be caused by increased centrosome-cortex distance rather than a lack of PAR-2-microtubule interaction as proposed. We found no additive delay in polarity establishment in embryos that lack of centrosomal microtubules: the centrosome-cortex distance versus symmetry breaking efficiency relationship was the same in embryos with and without centrosomal microtubules [WT and g-tubulin(RNAi), respectively; Figure 3F ; Figure S3C ]. The importance of centrosomal microtubule-dependent polarization in WT embryos remains unclear.
Symmetry breaking in C. elegans embryos appears to reflect the inherent asymmetry of centrosome position. The cortical bias supplied by cytoplasmic microtubules ensures that centrosomes do not enter the middle of the egg and instead retain an eccentric position. This random event in an otherwise highly stereotyped process is perhaps not surprising, because two features of polarity establishment in C. elegans embryos make the precise site of symmetry breaking unimportant. First, the polarity axis does not need to respond to the external environment, unlike chemotaxing cells or polarized epithelia. Second, polarity establishment is largely self-organizing. Symmetry breaking first generates cytoplasmic flows, which bring the centrosomes into close association with the cortex to allow for PAR polarity establishment. The polarization process also generates a rotation of the embryo within the eggshell to align the polarity axis with the long axis of the egg, in a process known as posteriorization [10, 28] . This realignment of the polarity axis to eggshell geometry serves to coordinate geometry-dependent processes and polaritydependent processes, such as during positioning of the mitotic spindle [29] . Our data indicate that symmetry breaking was more efficient when centrosomes were close to the cortex, which might become critical in embryos that are challenged by environmental variability or other external stresses.
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